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Abstract. In this article we show that monodromy in the quantum spherical
pendulum can be interpreted as a Maslov effect: i.e. as multi-valuedness of a
certain generating function of the quantum energy levels.

1.

A classical dynamical system of n degrees of freedom is completely integrable
if it admits n independent integrals of motion, #15...,HW, with the property
{Hi9Hj} = 0. The standard method for integrating such a system is by means of
action-angle variables. The action variables, Il9...9In can, in principle, be computed
by simple quadratures and the angle variables, Θl9...9θn determined by the Darboux
relation Ω = £ dlt Λ d9t; and, in terms of them, the system takes the transparently
simple form:

^=^(/,,...,U /, = o. (i.i)

In [D] Duistermaat raised the question of whether Eq. (1.1), appropriately
interpreted, make sense globally on the entire phase space of the system in question.
He showed this to be the case iff certain topological invariants are zero. The most
important of these is an invariant, called monodromy, which we will describe in
Sect. 3. One integrable system for which it is non-zero is the spherical pendulum.

Recently Cushman and Duistermaat [C.D] detected monodromy effects in the
quasi-classical behavior of the spherical pendulum. For the spherical pendulum
the quasi-classical values of the energy and axial angular momentum form a set
in the plane which looks like a twisted lattice. They show, however, that because
of monodromy, it is impossible to construct an injective map of this set into the
standard lattice, ftZ2, which scales properly as h -»0.

The question we will investigate below is: Can monodromy be detected in the
quantum behavior of the spherical pendulum? More explicitly, consider the
Schrδdinger operator on S2

-h2Δ+V9 (1.2)
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Δ being the Laplace operator, V the potential

V(x9y,z) = z + C9 (1.3)

and C a constant which is sufficiently large to insure that V is positive on S2

(and hence that the spectrum of (1.2) lies entirely on the positive real axis). Since
(1.2) is invariant with respect to rotations about the z-axis, it commutes with the
operator

" 4>
The pair of operators, (1.2) and (1.4), define what we will from now on call the
quantum spherical pendulum, and by its spectrum we will mean the set of all triples

(λl9λ29h) (1.5)

with the property that there exists a function on S2 which is simultaneously an
eigenfunction of (1.2) with eigenvalue λ1 and an eigenfunction of (1.4) with
eigenvalue λ2. Given the data (1.5), one would like to know: Is it possible to "hear"
the monodromy of the spherical pendulum in the sense that, for a region in the
plane, one can "hear" its area and perimeter? Related to this is the question: Does
monodromy have simple, detectible effects on the asymptotic behavior of the
spectrum as h-*QΊ The first question turns out to be very easy to answer (in the
affirmative, see Sect. 3). As for the second question, we have not been able to obtain
the quantum analogue of the result in [CD]; but we will show in Sect. 5 that
certain generating functions of the spectral data (1.5) can be expressed in terms of
action coordinates and hence are multivalued when the action coordinates are
multi-valued.

One unpleasant feature of the system (1.2) and (1.4) is the dependence on h.
Therefore, rather than dealing directly with (1.2) and (1.4) we will replace them by
the system of first-order self-adjoint operators on S2 x S1:

62 = -7-1*^-3^ > (1-6)

θ being the angle variable on S1. It is clear the spectrum of this system is essentially
identical with the subset of (1.5) consisting oί(λί9λ29h)mtb. h= 1,1/2,1/3,— The
classical system associated with (1.6) is also essentially the classical spherical
pendulum, though it appears at first glance to have three degrees of freedom rather
than two. One of these is spurious, however, since the system does not depend
directly on the "phoney variable" θ. If one eliminates this variable and sets the
momentum variable which is dual to it equal to c, one obtains a system of two
degrees of freedom which is, up to rescaling by c, the standard classical spherical
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pendulum. For further details concerning this "homogeneity trick," see Sects. 6
and 7 of [G.U].

2.

We will begin with a few general observations about the functorial properties of
symplectic manifolds. Given symplectic manifolds, X and Y, a morphism

will, by definition, be a Lagrangian submanifold, Γ, of X x Y equipped with a
half-density, σ Γ. If Γ: X -> Y and Θ: Y -> Z are morphisms, the composite morphism
Θ°Γ:X^>Z is well-defined (see [D.G]) providing Γ and Θ satisfy appropriate
clean intersection hypotheses. Thus symplectic manifolds are "objects" in what
one can, without too much poetic license, call the "symplectic category" (see [W.2]).
Consider now the Hamiltonian action

r.GxX^X (2.1)

of a Lie Group G on a symplectic manifold, X, with moment mapping

Φ:X^Q*. (2.2)

The categorical way of describing (2.1) and (2.2) is by means of a morphism

XxX--^*T*G. (2.3)

This morphism will be called the moment morphism and is defined as follows: Imbed
X x G in X~ x X x G x g* by the mapping which sends (x, g) onto (x, τgx, g, Φ(x)).
If one makes the identification of G x g* with T*G, this can be thought
of as an embedding

γτ:X xG^X- xX x T*G.

Proposition 2.1 (Weinstein [W.I]). The image ofγτ is a Lagrangian submanifold of
the product symplectic manifold, X~ x X x T*G.

If we equip X with its intrinsic symplectic half-density and G with (any)
left-invariant half-density, then X x G acquires a product half-density which, via
yτ, gets identified with a half-density on the image of yτ. This makes the image into
a morphism in the sense above, and this is, by definition, the morphism (2.3). It
clearly has built into it the data (2.1) and (2.2).

On the other hand there is a diagonal morphism

Δ:{pt.}-+XxX- (2.4)

consisting of X (imbedded in X x X~ via the diagonal imbedding) equipped
with its intrinsic symplectic half-density. Under appropriate clean intersection
hypotheses (see, for instance, Sect. 3), (2.4) and (2.3) can be composed, and one gets
a morphism

Γτ Δ:{pt.}-*T*G, (2.5)
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which consists of a Lagrangian submanifold, Λτ9 of T*G and a half-density, στ. Λτ

is called the character Lagrangian of the action (2.1) and is the set

(2.6)

The half-density στ is a little more complicated to describe; however, we will
compute it for a special class of G-actions in Sect. 4.

Now let M be a compact manifold, and let X be the cotangent bundle of M
with its zero section removed. Let τ be a homogeneous (or "canonical") action of
G on X; i.e. one which preserves the canonical one-form ΣPtd<li' We will say that
τ is elliptic if the moment mapping, Φ:Jf-»g*, is proper; and we will define a
quantization of (2.1) to be a unitary representation

(2.7)

of G on L2(M) such that for each geG, Ug is a unitary Fourier integral operator
and τg its underlying canonical transformation. (Throughout this paper, by the
way, I2 will mean the space of L2 half-densities rather than L2 functions.) Assuming
τ to be elliptic, it is easy to show that the expression

χ(g) = trace Ug (2.8)

makes sense as a distributional function on G.

Proposition 2.2 (See [G.S.2]). The character, (2.8), of the representation (2.7) is a
Fourier integral distribution with wave front set, Λτ, and with symbol ττ.

One trivial but important consequence of this proposition is that Λτ and στ

are spectral invariants of the unitary representation (2.7), and, hence, so are any
geometric objects associated with them (for instance, the action variables and
monodromy invariants which we are going to describe below).

3.

Suppose now that G is isomorphic to 1RΠ, where n is the dimension of M. Suppose
also that the action (2.1) is locally free except perhaps on a codimension-one subset
of X. These assumptions imply that (2.1) is a completely integrable classical
dynamical system, and so with some justification we can speak of the representation
of G on L2(M) as being a completely integrable quantum mechanical system. The
goal of the next two sections will be to describe its character Lagrangian, Λτ, and,
at generic points of Λτ, the half-density στ. This will require a review of some basic
facts about the global structure of completely integrable systems. A good reference
for this material is the first three sections of Duistermaat [D].

For the moment we will drop the assumption that X is the cotangent bundle
of M and τ a "canonical" action. However, the other assumptions we made in the
paragraph above will continue to be in force: namely we will assume G ̂  (RΛ,
2n = dimX,τ locally free at generic points of X and Φ:X-»g* proper. Let g° be
the set of regular values of Φ. Since Φ is proper, g° is an open subset of g* and
its pre-image is a "large" G-invariant subset of X:X — Φ"1^0) is closed and of
codimension one. A theorem of ArnoPd says that over g°
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Φ:*^g° (3.1)

is a fiber mapping, and each fiber is a finite union of Lagrangian tori. To simplify
matters further, we will assume that the fibers of Φ are connected, in which case
Arnold's theorem says that each fiber is a single Lagrangian torus on which G acts
transitively. Thus if peg0 and q^ and q2 are in Φ"1^), the stabilizer of q^ in G is
the same as the stabilizer of q2. We will denote this stabilizer group by Λp. Since
peg0, it is a discrete, co-compact subgroup of G; and, therefore, since G = (Rκ, it is
a lattice. Via the identifications

we can think of Λp as a lattice sitting inside T*; hence, as p varies, we get a lattice
bundle

Λ A β° (3.2)

sitting inside Γ*g°. One of the main results of [D] is the assertion

Theorem 3.1. Λ is a Lagrangian submanίfold 0/T*g°.

Proof. Identifying g with G via the exponential map we get identifications

Γ*g° ̂ g x g ° ^ G x g ° c : G x g * ^ Γ*G.

We leave for the reader to convince himself that, modulo these identifications, Λ
is the character Lagrangian associated with the action (2.1), i.e.

Λ = Λτ. (3.3)

Given this result, Duistermaat proceeds to define the "action variables" of the
action (2.1) in the following fashion. Let V be a simply connected open subset of
g°. Then over V the fibration

is a trivial fibration with fibers Zw; and to each n-tuple of integers K = (κt , . . . , κn)
corresponds a section

By the theorem the image of sκ is a Lagrangian submanifold of T* V. Hence there
exists a smooth real- valued function, /κ, on V with the property

a being the canonical cotangent bundle one-form on T* V. lκ is only determined
up to an additive constant; however if we let Il9 ... ,/„ be the 7's corresponding to
the standard basis vectors we can take for Iκ the sum

The functions 7 1 ?...,/π are, by definition, the action variables of the system (2.1).
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If g° is simply connected, we can let the V in the discussion above be g° itself, in
which case the action variables are globally defined. However, if g° is not simply
connected, there is an obstruction to defining the action variables on all of g°.
Namely, the fundamental group of g° acts as deck transformations on the covering
space, Λ->g°. For a fixed base point, p0

eK these deck transformations permute
the fibers above p0; and thus give rise to a group homomorphism

Mβ^poί-^Autί/lJ £ GL(n,Z). (3.4)

Suppose now that y is a closed curve in g° with its initial point at p0. If one
analytically continues the //s around y in such a way that at each point, p, of y,
(p9(dli)p) is in Λ, then after reentry into VJt has been converted into an expression
of the form

_ I- Φ\ (3.5)
j = ι

where 0^(7) is the i — /h entry of p(y) and the vector c(y) = (cί ( γ ) 9 . . . , cn(γ)) satisfies
the cocyle condition

Moreover, if we change /f to 7f + cί? c(y) gets changed by the co-boundary, p(y}c.
The data p and c are, by definition, the monodromy invariants of the system (2.1),
and their vanishing is obviously a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence
of global action coordinates. It is known that they are non-vanishing for some
very simple systems (the spherical pendulum, the Lagrange top). See [CD].

4.

We now turn to the computation of the half-density στ, at regular points of Aτ

(i.e. points, (#, ξ) at which £eg°). Let V be a simply-connected open subset of g°,
and /!,...,/„ action variables on V. We will show that

jr^W (4-1)

at all points (g, ξ)eΛτ for which ξeV (the Mdξ1" dξn

n in (4.1) being the restriction
to V of Lebesgue measure on g*).

Remark. The proof of (4.1) which we will give below is by no means the shortest
proof we could give; however, it is (for us at any rate) the most illuminating. The
notion of the "trace" of a symplectic mapping, which plays an important role in
this proof, will be the subject of a sequel to this paper.

We will begin by making an assumption about τg at (g, ξ) which will be in force
throughout this section (but which we will eventually be able to get rid of). Since

the set

X ξ = { x e X ; Φ ( x ) = ξ}
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is a single G-orbit. Let Xg be the fixed point set of τg in X. Since (g9ξ)eΛτ9 this
fixed point set is non-empty and by (2.6) it contains Xξ.

Definition 4.1. We will say that τ satisfies the Birkhoff twist condition at (g, ξ) iff:
(i) Xξ is a connected component of Xg9 and (ii) at every point peXξ9 the tangent
space to Xξ at p is the fixed point set of the linear mapping (dτg)p:TpX-+ TpX.

Remark. A fixed point set which satisfies condition (ii) is said to be clean (see [D.G] ).
We will now give several alternative formulations of this condition. The simplest

and easiest to state is the following:

Proposition 4.2. τ satisfies the Birkhoff twist condition at (g9 ξ) if and only if the
cotangent fibration, π: T* G -> G, maps a neighborhood of(g, ξ) in Λτ diffeomorphically
onto a neighborhood of g in G.

We will prove this by giving two other formulations of the twist condition,
both involving action coordinates. Fix a basis e± , . . . , en of g, and let ξί , . . . , ξn be
the coordinate functions on g* associated with these basis vectors. Identifying g
with G, we can think of the coordinates xl9...9xn9 dual to ξl9...9ξn as being a
global system of coordinates on G. Finally let V be a connected and simply
connected open subset of g° containing ξ and let Iί9...9In be a system of action
coordinates on V. In Sect. 3 we proved:

Proposition 4.3. There exist n integers, κl9...9κn9 such that near (g, ξ)9 Aτ is defined
by the equations

xi = gF' ί=l,.. ,n, (4.2)

where I = κ1I1 4- ---- h κnln.
As a corollary of this proposition we obtain:

Proposition 4.4. The cotangent projection π: T* G -> G maps a neighborhood of (g, ξ)
in Λτ diffeomorphically onto a neighborhood of g in G if and only if the Hessian
determinant

° atξ (43)

To relate (4.3) to the twist condition, we will make use of the "action-angle"
theorem for completely integrable systems in the version given by Duistermaat in
[D]. Since the I^s are a system of coordinates on V9 we can express the linear
coordinates ξl9...9ξnm terms of them:

ξί = Hi(I1,...Jn), i=l,...,n. (4.4)

Now let Θ l 9 . . . , θn be angle coordinates on the n-torus

τn = s1 x ... xs1

and let Qv be the 2n-dimensional manifold

_ nrn v i/
y — 1 X K
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equipped with the symplectic form ^dl^dθi. Finally, let W act on Qv by
the action

(4.5)

Proposition 4.5. (See Duistermaat, [D]). Let Xv be the preimage of V in X with
respect to the moment mapping Φ:X->g*, and identify G with Rn by means of the
coordinate system xl9...9xn. Then there is an isomorphism ofHamiltonian G-spaces,

r

Corollary. If the coordinates of the point, g, in G are (al9...,an) and of the point,
ξ, in V are (/?,...,/°), then T*G satisfies the Birkhoff twist condition if and only if

0 -« * (4 6»
where H = a^H^ + ••• + anHn.

We will now show that (4.3) and (4.6) are the same condition. From the equation

x = —= V κ

 d1'

we get

K =Σ*J—>
and hence (differentiating with respect to Ik):

y vχj oHj t χ ^ Hj = Q ^^

But

52/ 5H,j_ L 1 _
~ ~

and the second term in (4.7), evaluated at (g, ξ) is just the function

d2H

dlkdlt

evaluated at /?,..., /J. Hence Eq. (4.7), evaluated at (g,ξ), just says that

^_^7_δH, _^H_
ί a/,

v '

proving the equivalence of (4.3) and (4.6) (and, in the process, proving Proposition 4.2).
Before turning to the proof of (4.1) we need to make a few comments about
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"traces" of symplectic mappings. To begin with, let W be a symplectic vector space,
and S a linear symplectic mapping of W onto itself. Then the fixed point set of 5,

{we^;S(w) = w}, (4.9)

possesses an intrinsically defined density (see [D.G], Lemma 5.1). We won't give
the general recipe for this density here, but we will describe what this recipe yields
in two special cases:

Example 1. Suppose (4.9) is a symplectic subspace, 17, of W. Let ί/1 be its symplectic
orthocomplement, and let A be the restriction of S to t/1. Then the intrinsic density
on U given by the recipe above is:

where % is the Liouville density associated with the symplectic form on U (see
the comments at the end of [D.G] Sect. 5).

Example 2. Suppose (4.9) is a Lagrangian subspace, Λ, of W. Then 7-5 maps Λ
into zero and maps W onto Λ, so it induces a bijective map

A:W/Λ-+Λ.

Let μ be a non-zero density on Λ and let v be the density on W/V which is
symplectically paired with it. Then A*μ is a non-zero constant multiple of v. Let's
call this multiple det^l(μ). Notice that if one replaces μ by λμ (and hence v by
(l/λ)v) then

so detA(λμ) = λ2detA(μ). Thus the product

1/2μ (4.10)

is independent of μ. As might be expected this is the intrinsic density on Λ yielded
by the general recipe of [D.G], Lemma 5.1.

Now suppose that X is a symplectic manifold and f:X-+X a symplectic
mapping with "clean" fixed points; i.e. suppose that the fixed point set, Xf, of/
is a submanifold of X and that at every point, peXf, the tangent space to Xf is
the fixed point set of the linear mapping

dfp:TpX-+TpX.

Then by the result we have quoted ([D.G] Lemma 5.1), TpXf has an intrinsically
defined density which varies smoothly as one varies p: in other words, Xf itself is
equipped with an intrinsically defined density, μf. If Xf is compact we define the
integral

ST(f)=$μf (4.11)

to be the symplectic trace of the mapping / (or ST(f) for short).
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We return now to the computation of στ. The definition of στ which we gave in
Sect. 2 involved the choice of an invariant half-density, (dg)i/2

9 on G. In our case,
G being Rπ, (dg)1/2 is, up to a constant multiple, just the Lebesgue half-density on G.

Proposition 4.6. Let π be the restriction to Λτ of the cotangent fibratίon, T*G-»G.
Then, at(g,ξ),

, (4.12)

providing τ satisfies the Birkhoff twist condition at (g, ξ).
We won't give the proof of this result here, since (4.12) is a special case of a

much more general result on symplectic traces which we will report on elsewhere.
However, assuming (4.12), we will compute the right-hand side of (4.12) using
Proposition 4.5. If (α l5 . . . , an) are the coordinates of g in G, then by (4.5), τ is the
mapping

dl

where H = al • + anHn; and by (4.10)

2π 2π

det
d2H -1/2

dθ^ dθ.

Since the integrand does not depend on 0, we end up with

det
d2H -1/2

(4.13)

Using (4.8) the expression on the right can also be written as

(2π)«
d2! -1/2

where / = κ1Il H h *;„/„. Since (dg)1/2 = (dxί"'dxn)
1/2 and xf = dl/dξi9 we get

the formula for στ:

(4.14)

which can also be written more succinctly in the form (4.1). This concludes the
proof of (4.1) if τ satisfies the twist condition at (g, ξ). We will now show that this
condition can be gotten rid of: Let Hίri = 1,..., n be smooth functions on V. Using
these we can define a Hamiltonian action of R" on Qv by the formula

/"ΓU1"^Γ"Γ

(compare with 4.5). Now choose the HiιP's so that

(i) Hίr -» Hi as r -> oo, and

d2

" di

(ϋ) det
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for all r, at the point (α l 5..., an, Iλ ,...,/„) corresponding to (g, ξ). By what we have
just proved, the formula (4.1) is true for τr at (g, ξ); therefore, letting r-> oo, it is
true for τ as well.

5.

Now suppose that M is a compact manifold, and (2.1) a homogeneous action of
Gon Γ*M-{0}. Let

g*-*vg (5.1)
be a unitary representation of G on L2(M) by Fourier integral operators which is
compatible with (2.1), and let

χ(g) = trace Ug (5.2)

be its distributional character. By Proposition 2.2, χ is a Fourier integral distribution
of order n/2 with wave front set Λτ and symbol στ. Let V be a simply connected
open conic subset of g°, and let Iί9...,In be action coordinates on V. In general,
the //s are only determined up to additive constants; however, since τ ris
homogeneous, we can fix these additive constants by requiring that the Γs
themselves be homogeneous of degree one.

Let (00, £0)6/1,. with ξ0eV. Then by Proposition 4.3 there exists a linear
combination, I = κ1Il-\- — h κnln of the Γs with integer coefficients such that the
equations

'

define an open conic subset of (00>£o) *n Λτ. By Hόrmander's recipe for
associating distributions with symbols (see [H]), the character χ is equal on this
conic set to the oscillatory integral

(2π)" J g^T(χ «-/(ί))d/1 . . . dln + . . , (5.4)

the dots indicating terms of order less than the leading term (i.e. less than n/2).
Notice that the measure dl^--- dln makes sense on all of g° whether monodromy

exists or not, since the monodromy map (3.4) takes its values in the space of
matrices of determinant ± 1. On the other hand, it is clear that the phase function
in (5.4) is not globally defined on all of g° if there is monodromy; in other words:

Theorem 5.1. If monodromy is present it is impossible to represent the character of

the representation (5.1) as a sum of simple oscillatory integrals of the form (5.4)

globally on all g°.
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